Abstract—This paper presents a compact single narrow band bandpass filter using two cascaded open loop triangular ring resonator embedded with rectangular ring for various application at 11.8 GHz in microwave communication systems. Coupled resonator theory was used for coupling parasitic resonance of multiple degenerate modes operating close to the fundamental mode in the proposed structure of filter. The frequency response has low insertion loss and good rejection performance of the proposed filter. The filter was easy to fabricate since there was no use of via or defected ground structure. Cascading and the embedded rectangular ring were used to improve the stop band performances by creating several attenuation poles. A wide stop band was obtained at both the sides of passband. The proposed filter was designed and simulated in Agilent Advance Design System. The simulated result and the measured results were in good agreement.

Index Terms—Cascaded Structures; Narrow Band Bandpass Filter; Open Loop Triangular Ring Resonator; Rectangular Ring Resonator and Selectivity.

I. INTRODUCTION

High performance microwave filters with compact size has influenced the wireless communication systems. Resonators are the fundamental element for designing microstrip filters [1-7]. Resonator size is the main constraint in designing part since it determines the size of filter. Reduction in size of resonator will reduce the size of filter. To reduce the size of the filter, the resonator structure or the traditional resonator is modified so that additional modes can be created, which further improves the performance of the filter since it works as a multimode resonator [8-10].

Modified resonator can be treated as multiple electrical resonators. Filters design by multimode resonators has relatively low insertion loss and compact size. Coupling among the degenerate modes is the challenging issue in designing of filters with high performance using single multimode resonators when compared with multiple multimode resonators since parasitic resonances of multiple degenerate modes operate close to fundamental mode [11-21]. To design a filter with single multimode resonator with high rejection performance is a challenging issue and continuous effort is given by researchers to overcome it.

In this paper, a single band bandpass filter using cascaded open loop triangular ring resonator embedded with rectangular ring is presented. The filter, with low insertion loss, provides one transmission bands. The dielectric material that is being used in designing the proposed filter is Rogers RT Duroid 6010 with dielectric constant as 10.2 and thickness as 1.27 mm.

II. DESIGN OF SINGLE NARROW BAND BANDPASS FILTER

An effective approach is adopted to design a filter by single multimode resonator with wide stop band on both the sides of passband using Open loop triangular ring resonator. Triangular resonator is used in the design since it has small size when compared to conventional resonators.

Figure 1 shows the conventional design of closed loop triangular ring resonator as dual-mode bandpass filter. Different types of responses with different position and sizes of perturbation can be obtained for bandpass filter. According to resonant mode theory and slow-wave effect, triangular patch function is equal to cutting a part of the structure that introduces a change in field distribution and inspires the degenerate modes, which further generates attenuation poles due to cross coupling of it with a shift of resonant frequency of higher harmonic wave, achieving miniaturized filter design technique.

![Figure 1: Configuration of the conventional triangular dual-mode filter](image)

The fundamental resonance occurs when \( \lambda_g \) is the perimeter of the outer equilateral triangle, where \( \lambda_g \) is the guided wavelength.

\[
\lambda_g = \frac{c}{f\sqrt{\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}}}
\]

where:  
\( c \) = the velocity of light in free space  
\( \varepsilon_{\text{eff}} \) = effective dielectric constant of the substrate  
\( f \) = resonant frequency

While a resonant frequency is fixed, \( \lambda_g \) is decreased to realize size reduction as \( \varepsilon_{\text{eff}} \) increased. Similarly, for a fixed \( \varepsilon_{\text{eff}} \), the resonant frequency \( f \) is decreased as the perimeter increased.
An open-loop resonator has an important role in couplings with transmission line with loaded stubs in the structure. The coupling strength and its characteristics are not only determined by the nature and extent of the field along the resonator but also the length and width of the side of triangular ring resonator. Coupling coefficient of open loop triangular ring resonator can be characterized by its dimension and the relative dielectric constant $\varepsilon_r$ for a given substrate with a thickness $h$. Open loop resonator encounters both electric coupling and magnetic coupling, giving better coupling and lower insertion loss.

![Figure 2: Structure of open loop triangular ring resonator coupled in series with transmission line.](image)

According to the above analysis, the length of microstrip line in open loop triangular ring resonator and comprises $L_2$ as one of its part.

$$f_o = \frac{c}{2L\sqrt{\varepsilon_{eff}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where: $c =$ speed of light.

$f_o =$ total length of microstrip line in open loop triangular ring resonator and comprises $L_2$ as one of its part.

$\varepsilon_{eff} =$ effective dielectric constant.

The resonant frequency of a resonator depends on its electrical length $\lambda/2$; therefore, Length $L_2$ determines its resonant frequency. For required resonating frequency, $L$ is calculated. $L_3$ is the length of coupling that decides the coupling capacitor ($C_c$). The resonant frequency is centered at 8 GHz for satellite communication. A wide stopband is obtained, as shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Frequency response of open loop triangular ring resonator coupled in series with transmission line.](image)

To improve the insertion loss and selectivity of Figure 4, two triangular open loop resonators are cascaded to form pseudo hexagonal closed loop resonator, as shown in Figure 5. The modification in hexagonal closed loop resonator generates some capacitive effects like $C_2$ as shown in its equivalent circuit. The value of $C_2$ depends on the dimensions of $L_1$ and $L_4$, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. The equivalent circuit of the pseudo hexagonal resonator indicates that this resonator will resonate at two frequencies and it is verified in simulated result as shown in Figure 9. The resonating frequencies of the proposed filter are dependent on the dimensions of $L_1$, $L_2$, $L_4$, $W_2$ and $W_3$. On decreasing length $L_3$ from 1.3 mm to 0.7 mm, the centre frequency of first passband increases with the increase in return loss while the insertion loss remains almost constant. The second passband centre frequency also shifts towards higher frequency side with degradation in the value of insertion loss, see Figure 7. On varying the length $L_1$, it was found that the second passband is more affected than first passband. The insertion loss of second pass band is improved on decreasing length $L_1$ (see Figure 8). This is due to the fact that effective capacitance of the cascading structure forming the close loop increases with the increase in length $L_1$. To achieve the required passband performance with respective resonance frequency and the band rejection performance, length $L_1$ and $L_4$ are optimized. The two passbands centered at 7.77 GHz and 13.5 GHz are seen in the frequency response of the structure shown in Figure 5. The first passband has insertion loss as 0.621 dB and return loss as 27.6 dB. The second passband has insertion loss as 3.34 dB and return loss as 15.785 dB. The two passbands are separated by stop band that extends from 8.23 GHz to 12.7 GHz. The stop band has maximum value of insertion loss as 29 dB and return loss less than 3 dB (See Figure 9).
Design of Single Narrow Band Bandpass Filter using Cascaded Open Loop Triangular Ring Resonators Embedded with Rectangular Ring

To improve the frequency response of the cascaded structure forming the closed loop and to have a single multimode resonator, resonating at required frequency, a rectangular ring is embedded to the above structure (See Figure 10). The electrical coupling at the open loop area of overall structure is improved due to which a single resonant frequency is obtained. According to coupled resonator theory, the field associated with the structure shown in Figure 5 is disturbed when the rectangular ring is embedded, inspiring degenerate modes which further generates attenuation poles; thus improving the selectivity of the filter with the creation of transmission zeros at the edges of the passband. This process subsequently improves the rejection performance of the filter with a shift of passband towards the lower frequency side. A comparative frequency response of proposed filter with and without rectangular ring is shown in Figure 11. A single passband is obtained in the frequency response of proposed filter centered at 11.8 GHz. The extra resonating frequency in the s-parameter performance of the proposed filter is due to the capacitive effects of $C_1$ and $C_2$ along with the inductor $L_R$ in the cascaded structure forming pseudo hexagonal ring. The value of insertion loss in the passband is 1.8 dB and return loss as 24.72 dB. The upper stop band extends from 12.3 GHz with return loss less than 1.7 dB and insertion loss more than 15 dB (See Figure 12).
The optimized dimensions of the proposed design are as follows: \( L_1 = 0.7 \) mm, \( L_2 = 3.5 \) mm, \( L_3 = 2.16 \) mm, \( L_4 = 1.3 \) mm, \( W_1 = 0.3 \) mm, \( W_2 = 0.9 \) mm, \( W_3 = 0.3 \) mm, \( W_4 = 1.16 \) mm, \( W_5 = 0.35 \) mm, \( W_6 = 0.9 \) mm, \( W_7 = 3.79 \) mm, \( W_8 = 0.3 \) mm and \( W_9 = 0.95 \) mm. The overall size of the fabricated filter is 7.36 mm x 3.5 mm. The photograph of the fabricated filter is shown in Figure 13. Frequency response of proposed structure has single passband centered at 11.8 GHz, whereas its measured value is the same. The simulated insertion loss and return loss of passband is 1.8 dB and 24.72 dB, whereas its measured results are 1.7 dB and 24 dB. The simulated upper stopband extends from 12.3 GHz and its counterpart is 12.25 GHz. The simulated insertion loss and return loss in upper stop band is more than 15 dB and less than 1.7 dB, whereas its measured results are less than 0.9 dB and more than 1.5 dB (See Figure 14).

III. FABRICATION AND MEASUREMENT

A compact and planar single narrow band bandpass filter using two cascaded open loop triangular ring resonator embedded with rectangular ring is proposed. Frequency response clearly shows that coupled resonator theory is used for coupling parasitic resonance of multiple degenerate modes operating close to fundamental mode. The proposed structure generates single narrow passband centered at 11.8 GHz with 3 dB fractional bandwidth of 9.47%. A wide upper stop band is obtained that extends from 12.3 GHz. A good rejection performance with selectivity is obtained making it applicable in various microwave communication systems.
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